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Bozeman*s need for a new air terminal has been known 

for some time now. The addition of Big Sky of Montana, to 

this area, has brought this need to a more immediate point. 

This development has stirred a number of Bozeman residents 

to initiate actions aimed at the eventual development of an 

air terminal that will meet today's needs. 

The most important development to occur to this point 

is the TAP report developed by TAP Incorporated, Aviation 

Consultants, Bozeman, Montana. This report examined Bozeman*s 

airport history, its present operations and its projected 

needed operations. 

As a final requirement in ray education leading to my 

Bachelors Degree in Architecture offered by Montana State 

University, I intend to design a new air terminal for 

Bozeman*s Gallatin Field. I use the TAP report as a start

ing point in my project. I feel that TAP is better equiped 

than I am to research and make projections on the future 

needs of this airport. I feel that I am better equiped to 

make architectural decisions than is TAP and, therefore, 

at this point in the report, I will begin to inject with 

greater regularity my own thoughts. 

Before an attempt to design an air terminal can be 

made, a basic understanding of a terminal's reason for 



being must be accomplished. As complex as air travel now 

is, and as sophisticated as terminal design has become, the 

reason for a terminal is really very simple. It is the link 

between ground and air travel. This is the point at which 

both people and goods are allowed to move from one mode of 

transportation to another. An air terminal's location gives 

it its undisputable importance. It is the one and only 

available link between ground and air. Since it is of such 

great importance, I feel it safe to say that the future of 

air travel depents on the future of the air terminal, to a 

very great extent. 

An effective terminal is of value to both the airline 

and the passenger. Unlike a taxi cab, the airline is not 

paid for waiting time. An examination of fares in relation

ship to distance traveled reveals a very close alliance. 

For this reason, an airline can expect to make greater pro

fits by cutting down the amount of time it spends waiting 

to be processed through a terminal. 

Any complaints voiced by air travelers are, almost 

without exception, in regard to the terminal*s inefficiency. 

The passenger has either waited an unreasonable length of 

time to land at a terminal, waited in the terminal to 

depart or in the plane to depart, or had to walk great 

distances between points within the terminal. I have 



seldom heard a passenger complain about the flight, itself, 

unles it was to say it was rough, which, at this point in 

time, is unavoidable and incurable by me. 

I feel very strongly that my first duty in designing 

a new terminal for Bozeman is to the efficiency of the 

function. I see no reason for air passengers to be delayed 

at Gallatin Field. Bozeman is lucky in the fact that it does 

not have the problems many large hub airports do. Bozeman 

has an adequate amount of land and a minimum amount of air 

travel. I am not limiting my design solely to the function 

of the terminal, as this would be very narrow but, instead, 

am saying that the function cannot be overlooked. 



In examining air transportation today, a number of 

serious faults become evident. As a designer, it is frus

trating to realize the limitations imposed on you. Air 

transportation is handled in three parts: the plane, the 
1 

airport and secondary transportation (ground, sea or air). 

Each one of these transportation systems is handled inde

pendently of the others. The designers of each system 

try diligently to accommodate the other systems. The fact 

that these systems are being designed independently of one 

another I consider the major reason for inefficient air 

travel. 

Airport designers, then, have a very basic drawback 

for they are unable to design the entire system -- both 

planes and airport facilities. It would be ideal If they, 

like most mass transit designers, were permitted to design 

both so they, in effect, were working with a single system. 

Of course this is not possible now, but, perhaps, it may 

2 be possible at some time m the future. 

Don Raney, in "People and Planes", discusses the fas

cinating possibility of having the passenger section of 

^•prof-reps ive Architecture: "People and Planes! Can 
Airnorts Bridge the Gap?" ;Sept. 1969; pae;e 93* 

2 . . 
Many of the ideas regarding the future of air trans

portation and airports stem from a comprehensive study found 
in Pro^rnHFivp Architecture, Sent. 19^9• These articles are 
"People and Planes", "Airports: The Problems and Possibilities" 
"First Jetport Design for SST", "An Airport in One Third the 
Space","One Airport in Place of Four", "The Linear Terminal 
Concept", "Airports Underground?", "Ups and Downs in Air Ter
minals" and "Drive to Your Gate", 
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the airplane removable from the rest so that this part may 

be carried around the city on a subway-type conveyance to 

gather passengers. With this type of system, we have a 

more complete kind of system. Instead of having planes 

take passengers from one airport to another, they could 

take people from their homes to their destinations in a 

more complete way than they are able to at this time. 

Although this type of system may sound somewhat far-fetched 

at this time, ideas such as this one must be considered for 

they are relevant to airport design. 

It is evident that something must be done to the 

airports of the future. We are getting more and_ more 

planes which are larger than those which came before it. 

With these, we are requiring longer runways, larger wait

ing rooms, and a vast number of other solutions to rela

tively new problems. Delays are becoming lengthier and this 

is something which the airport designer must consider, as 

well. 

One of the problems which arises and must be solved by 

the airport designer is what type of airport or terminal 

configuration is the best for a specific airport. This is 

discussed in the September, 19^9 issue of Progressive 

Architecture: "The Problems and Possibilities", pages 9^ 

and 95» 

It is not nearly so easy today as it once was to 



Airl. ine Traf f ic for Un itqd State s — from Comprehensive Study 
of Helena Airport,; compiled by Morrison-Maierle, Inc., 
Consulting Engineers. (1969) 
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This terminal clan taken from Progressive Architecture. 
1969i "A irports: The Problens and Possibilities77"^ p. 94-94. 

The Pros and Cons of 
Central Terminal "with or without Satellites 

1) Passengers know exactly where to go 
2) Minor duplication of facilities 
3) Passenger congestion is a problem 
4) Lon^; walks to hold rooms 



This terminal plan taken from Progressive Architecture, 
1969; "Airports: The Problems and Possibilities'', p. 9^-95. 

The Pros and Cons of 
U n i t Terminals 

Passenger congestion is minimal 
Short walks to planes 
Easy to get lost finding right terminal 

1) 
2 )  
3 )  



terminal olan taken from Prorre^-s ive Arch itocture , 
j T* v>0 ities'' ~D • — oii 

The Pros and Cons of 
T, ^PRMIN°L 

1) Parking is in terminal 
2) W a 1 k s are s h. o r t 
3) Linear expansion can occur 
4) Little duplication of facilities 



d e s im an airport. At one time "there were relativolv few 

napoenand "the planes were neithnr as ls.r°*e nor Ps 

numerous as they are today. At the present, there are 

over 130 mill ion passengers een vear and terminal s must 

"be designed to accommodate this number efficiently. 

Today there are three distinct types of terminals 

which are in use in the majority of the primary 3 irnorts 

3 m the United States.' There are both pros and cons to 

each of these types but the parking problem, according 

to the author, is shared by all. 

A central terminal (either with or without satellites) 

is one of the main types of terminals. Some of the advan

tages of this type of terminal is that passengers know 

just where they are supposed to go ^o get to their planes. 

Also, there is minor duplication of facilities. There are, 

too, drawbacks to this system. Passenger congestion causes 

a problem. There are also long distances for the passenger 

to walk to the hold rooms. 

With the unit type terminal, congestion of passengers 

remains at a minimum and the walks to the planes are quite 

short. It is easy, however, to have difficulty in finding 

the right terminal. 

Another form, the linear terminal, was introduced by 

"Discussion of these comes primarily from readinc the 
stud"*' of a5r*r>or>"f"s in Progressive Architoct^re, Seat. 10^0 
M a t mor t s 1 mhe Pr obi ems rl Possibilities'1, pi^gs olp and 



Tibbett.s, Abbott & McCarthy in "their design for "the Dallas— 

Fort Worth Airport. A1thou^h thin desim was discarded in 

the 1onr run, it created interest in the design of terminal 

bui] dinrs. John Car"' Warneoke Sc A ssoo 5ates v/i] 1 "build a 

1 ineor ternin° 1 at Boston's "Loiran Airnort• The advantages 

to this type are that parking is in the terminal, walks are 

short, linear expansion can occur and there is little dup

lication of facilities. 

There is growing consideration of the vertical type 

of terminal for any communities with a space problem. Due 

greatly to the rising cost of land, this solution is being 

acknowledged. This new concept includes the vertical ter

minal with a mobile lounge. Its primary advantages are 

that it saves on land and foundation costs, parking is in 

the terminal, walks are short, vertical expansion can occur, 

and there is little duplication of facilities. 

It is suggested in this article ("Airports: The Prob

lems and Possibilities") that with the increasing difficul

ty of finding a site for airports, placing them in the 

water must be seriously considered. It is very likely that 

these airports will be the airports of the future. 

The cost of building an airport is staggering. Because 

of the high costs, cities in need of airports are often 

forced to sr.o without. Even though the Federal Government 

will put up of the money necessary (with the city putting 

up the other 50$), it is difficult for the city to raise 



"Mr? neceĉ sar*v fu n d ̂  • 

Thus r?\r nirr>orts sro .toin*? un"built because of 

lacking funds. In 1968, in a report on the National Airport 

and Airway System, Senator Nonroney stated to the Senate 

that: 

the capacitv of the nation's system 
of public airports has not increased 
at the rate demanded by air traffic 
and that aircraft delays at airports 
are costing the airlines in excess of 
$50 million a year. No dollar value 
can be placed on the time lost by air 
travelers. . . .The "problems of congestion 
at the large airports, and of insuffic
ient airports at many smaller communi
ties, stprn largely from inadequate 
financing, , , , 

(page 951 "Airports: The 
Problems and Possibilities") 

It is very important for the airport designer to 

make the decision as to whether the people should go to 

the planes or whether the planes should come to the people. 

It is, without a doubt, the most economical for the air

lines if the load ins* stations are placed as near as 

possible to the end of the runway. With this system, 

the taxiing distance is greatly decreased. This scheme 

becomes more and more economical, too, as the size of the 

planes increase -- page 95• 

This article also suggests an alternative to this 

solution of bringing the people to the planes. With this 

alternative, the planes could be brought to the people on 



a -rcr.d p*uidance , such as a nlatform on which "the 

•qI ane co'• 3 d ride from the ppd of "the runwev "to the termin* 

al build in?. 

Qn p o -f* -1- p <-•-*- i v>-t-r i rri; i >"i t v> r T d ̂  f! S ^ ̂  a 1 r O O r t d O S 1. °"n 

is the circular airport which is located on water. This 

i o c^rt- ̂ rJ v svmra+Vi^t ̂ c o "'"he reed0 of the ma^or metro— 

r>o3 itar ' rra'" ^or air travel . 

V/her oo^o^red to th^ r"' of an,r other air— 
sort, the noetic, formal -geometry of this 
plan stands out emphatically as apart from 
312 otr°1 end v^rv do~f^nito3v noBrest the 
i_poncnt nature of airrorts• The circular 
runv/ev a venerator &? speed, which cul-
minates in thrust and expulsion on a- tanfcent. 
T•+• i r> fc^m to he hQOauso , os con— 
ceived here, it is surrounded only by water. 

in One Third 
Soot. 1q60 » 

/\ 



This scheme has numerous advap t a**&s• One• of the most 

obv 1 our i p "*rh© ppac© r"i.vr ̂  . ^b is +vf)o of airpor t upop ,r 

on© th.3.rd "**he ppac© ,ri a t th© convokit3 op33 3 irport do^s, po 

t hi 0 P © "LP 3 p ̂ *f* nririnv P°ViPr,*c:. S ̂ P© © t b 5 ° t̂ 'P © of a iP — 

port can not b© expanded, it becomes necessary for another 

to b© built} but it is feasible to build another adjacent 

to the first. Ev©n. with this, there is a saving of land 

over OP© airport of the conventional type. 

In this pew tvne ©f airport, planes tekin0" off wou] d 

be rip to pick UP s-eed op the curved sections and ac tual 3. y 

lift off on the straightaways. The opposite would happen 

when planes are 1 sndinrr• 

Apother ipt©r©st3prp proposal has been desimed fop 

U 
Mew York C 14"" b*r Lawrence Lemer. Lemer's proposal is 

similar to the ope just mentioned in so much that it, too, 

is to be built at sea. This airport would consist of a 

nine-mile long spine with runways projecting at 15° radians. 

Each one of these runways would be thirty feet above the 

previous OP©. The reason for the change in runway level 

is to allow more planes to be serviced at the terminal in 

less two dimensional area. The fifteen degree radians 

between runways will allow planes five miles from the air-

^Promres?^ve Arehit©©tur©>"On© Airport in Place of 
Four", Sept. 19^9: pares 105-107. 
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port ma in tain a hoi.din,0- pattern in reference to a 

specific runway. This scheme will allow more pianos to 

be serviced in less area with less noise, pollution and 

danger over the city. 

Nov/ under construction at Boston's Logan International 

Airport is a new terminal using the linear terminal con

cept. The new South Terminal utilizes this layered lin

earity because of site limitations. It is not, in the 

purest sense, a linear terminal because it has both fingers 

extending from it and is folded in the middle encompassing 

a roadway. 

The 1?00 foot long, seven level, thirty-four gate 

linear terminal has all the advantages previously mentioned 

in connection with this type of terminal design, except 

that walking distances have been greatly increased with 

the addition of fingers. The architect hopes it will 

become practical to remedy this distance dilemma by moving 

walkways. Architectur?1 Record^, in talking about this 

terminal, justified the long walks, at least in part, by 

saying that passengers on domestic flights seldom change 

planes. In the case of the passenger who will be changing 

planes at this terminal, the walk will be very lengthy. 

It has been my experience in making domestic flights that 

- Arch i trotural Record, "Terminal Facilities* Comnlex 
Des i ptis fo1" ne 1 • Boston * s P/Ii.fThty South Terminal"; Aur. , 
1  o  7 0  •  n a ^ e s  1 7  



Nf 

Taken from "Terminal Facilities: Complex Designs for Travel"5 
Aroh i t.oc+ural R eoorri ; August 1970; (Boston's South Terminal); 
pa ere 122. 



changing planes is frequently required. 

Expansion of this terminal can be provided by adding 

modules horizontally. Expansion is unquestionably an im

portant. consideration in the design of a terminal. In the 

case of a terminal being built in a major metropolitan 

area, I question the reality of simply providing a means 

of adding to an existing terminal. It is a question of 

limited amounts of land requiring a more ingenious solu

tion a simple provision for expansion. 

Previously, it was mentioned briefly that there are 

two primary concepts of getting passengers to their planes 

The first of these was for the planes to come to the pas

sengers, and the second was for the passengers to go to 

-£v* p ni TOPf], first method is generally in use, but 

the second is gaining momintum. This people to plane idea 

was applied at Dulles Airport in Washington, D. C., and ha 

been proposed for Pittsburgh. 

At Dulles, the passengers are carried directly from 

the terminal to their planes on mobile lounges. At the 

Pittsburgh Airport, an underground train system will carry 

passengers between the terminal and the satellite hold-

rooms. The trains will leave from the main ticket counter 

at the terminal and run under the apron to the individual 

satellites. Both baggage and passengers will be carried 

in one trip and the run will take only ^ minutes and 15 

seconds to the satellite which is farthest removed from 



the 

Instead of th° ̂ Tare havin"* "to "taxi "the usual three 

or four miles, the plane, in this system, would travel 

onlv a distance of one mile on the ground. Since the 

expense of taxiing is great, this would save the airlines 

money as well as saving the passengers valuable time. 

The Greater Pittsburgh Airport has all the usual 

advantages of the unit terminal system (passenger con

gestion is minimal and there are short walks to planes). 

However, it^ minus the primary disadvantage for, with 

the underground train system, it will eliminate _ the 

possibility of getting lost between terminal.s. 

The main terminal is six storis and will separate 

the arriving and the departing passengers. Likewise, 

parking will he within the terminal which is a .great 

advantage. Unfortunately there will be much parking 

which will have to be in a parking lot outside of the 

terminal and there will "be a long walk into the termin

al building because of this. More than 50% of the 

parking will be able to be handled, though, by the in-

terminal nark ins:. 

The plan of the Dulles main terminal building is 

rectalinear. Each of the two main axies is designed 

with a sr>ecial function in mind* tne shorter to logically 





and ou ickly novo "the pa.sssnrors from where they enter 

the terminal to v/here thev bo? r d the bus for the pi ane » 

the other l on ger ax is is the direction in which PXTDsn*" 

sion can be accomodated. This pattern of circulation 

requires no talent for working ones way through a maze 

6 
but, instead, provides a straight line path. 

One of the drawbacks to this type of system is the 

initial cost of the transportation system. Dulles has 

been both highly praised and severely criticised. This 

scheme probably would not have occurred in any other 

places. Since the Federal Government is responsible 

for this airport, money was not a limiting factor. 

Manv critics have mentioned how boring a terminal this 

is for waiting passengers. There is nothing to look 

out upon except a few very distant planes. 

Tampa International Airport has been designed to 

lessen the distances traveled by people inside of the 

airport. It is a satellite type airport. It consists 

of five main buildings: one central terminal and four 

airside satellites. A $5 million shuttle system was 

developed and built by Westinghou.se which ties the 

whole airport together, moving passengers from the main 

building to any one of the satellites in forty seconds. 

-——-r--
Dulles Airnort is mentioned in the book New Structures 

by Robert E. Fischer; New York; 19^^* 

% 
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The new 3? r 0 million Cit"*' International A 3r— 

port h?s a.t"tem+ed. poi vp the probl gih of r^gt*tin^t pa s sen-" 

rers from their cs.fr t,o their planes. This new circular 

terminal will allow people to drive within 175 feet of 

their planes. 

The architects, Kivett and Myers, shortened the 

usual walkin^ distance bv relocating the ticket counter o- ' */ 

and baggage claim counter to the loading gates. One 

ticket counter was provided for every two gates and four 

gates share baggage reclaim facilities. 

The new Kansas City airport utilizes the linear 

terminal concept with one major variation -- the terminal 

is a r iy^Cmmstruot11^e e^corro?sslnp* parking* structures. 

There are presently three such facilities open with a 

fourth to be added some time in the future. One problem 

created by the dividing of the airport terminals into 

four parts is the obvious one of being able to find which 

terminal houses ones departing flight. An extensive system 

of graphics h as been employed t o solve t his problem. R e

gardless of the efficiency with which this system functions, 

the need for extremely extensive graphics can be considered 

a fault of the basic design. The problem of servicing 

jumbo ,ie + s has been accomodated by allowing two gate ex

tensions to service one of these huge plnnes, whereas one 
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All of the air terminals which I have discussed to this 

point, have been much larger than Bozeman's. There is, I 

feel, a very good reason for this. My examination was, as 

I have indicated, taken from various architectural period

icals. These design solutions have "been published because 

they have a degree of uniqueness. The reason for their 

uniqueness is the result of either a special problem they 

have had to solve or a special solution to a common problem. 

Major hub airports have both a problem with space which 

Bozeman does not have and a larger economic base from which 

to draw. These major hub airports reach unique solutions 

because they have to with the large number of people and 

they are able to with the great amount of money. 

All airports serving commercial airliners have many 

problems in common, and, hence, solutions in common regard

less of their individuality. It is for this reason that I 

feel these design solutions I have examined are a valid aid 

in determining a satisfactory design solution for Bozeman*s 

new air terminal. 

It is my feeling, from having completed this portion 

of my research, that two major problems exist in airport 

design. The first of these is the controlling of distances 

A rch 1 to oturol R ncorri ; October 1 ° 7 2 j McGmw—Hill • 
pp. 131-13-?. 



passengers are forced to walk within the terminal# The 

second is the need for an open-ended type of terminal 

which will allow for expansion at a future date. 

Bozeman has no problem as far as finding the land 

on which to build an airport. It can have a problem of 

expansion, as I feel the present facility does, if the 

designer does not take into consideration needs beyond 

those for which he is designing. I do not mean to indi

cate, at this point, that offering a blank wall that can 

be knocked down and plugged into is the only solution for 

expansion. This type of solution to expansion appears 

most clearly in the linear type of terminal. The unit 

type of terminal also allows for expansion,provided an 

adequate of land is available. 

The passenger walking distances is the second prob

lem which I mentioned. This problem has been solved (or 

not solved) in the design solutions I discussed earlier# 

Some of the more elaborate and more ingenious solutions 

I learned about are also the more impractical. Tampa's 

new airport offers an elaborate transfer system unnecessary 

and impractical in Bozeman. Dulles buses passengers from 

terminal to plane in an equally ingenious and equally im

practical fashion. 

Before a system of moving passengers from one point 

to another in Bozeman"s new terminal, an examination must 



be made to determine exactly what passenger movements will 

be required and with what degree of frequency. Since 

Bozeman is not a major air travel center, it occurs to rae 

that there will be very little changing of planes. If one 

wishes to fly to some point from Bozeman, he almost with

out exception is required to fly to some point east or 

west of Bozeman where he will probably have to change 

planes. This will eliminate, for the most part, the 

need of passengers to travel from one gate to another. 

Instead, they will be required to move from where they 

enter the air terminal to their specific gate. This 

simplifies the problem of moving passengers. The great

est distances within a terminal are, almost withot ex

ception, the distances between various gates. 

At this point, I have shown what I believe to be the 

two major problems with terminal design. I have also 

shown where Bozeman is fortunate in not having as severe 

a set of these problems as most major airports. This 

does not mean that these problems do not exist and that they 

do not need careful consideration for they do, of course. 

It does indicate to me less difficulty in dealing with 

them, leaving time for other aspects of design sometimes 

overlooked for one reason or another. 



Basic layout of Spokane Airport 
from memory 



At this point, an examination of Spokane's new air 

terminal is of some value. Spokane's airport has more in 

common with Bozeman's airport than some of the previously 

discussed air terminals. It is of a more relevent size than 

the airports discussed earlier. It does, however, have one 

very great difference. Spokane is a major point for pas

sengers to make plane changes. Bozeman is not. This 

difference requires a major difference in design. 

First in my examination of Spokane's air terminal, let 

me examine it as a plane-changing point. Because Spokane 

handles many passengers who will be changing planes, it is 

important for them to be able to move quickly and with a 

minimum amount of trouble from one gate to another. It has 

been my experience in changing planes at this terminal that 

a great deal of confusion accompanies this process. In or

der to get the information identifying from which gate the 

passenger will have to depart, it is necessary t© find the 

listings of planes' schedules. In Spokane, these listings 

are above the ticket counters. A passenger not familiar 

with Spokane's terminal building would find it very difficult 

without the aid of an airport employee to find this list. 

If a person were trying to make a tight connection this could 

be a reason for his missing his plane. 

I think that the architects of Spokane's air terminal 

have created some other undesirable situations. An examin— 



ation of the path that the passenger whose flight originates 

in Spokane must take to board his plane shows a long and 

possibly confusing walk. As he enters the terminal# he has 

no difficulty finding the ticket counter. At this point# 

he can locate the gate number he wants. A point of confu

sion can occur when the traveler reaches the maihnwaiting 

area and has to choose between concourses. 

I find myself questioning the efficiency with which 

expansion can take place at this air terminal. Another ter

minal can probably be added in the spirit of the unit ter

minal system. I do not see much room for adding gates to 

the present facility# however. I do not believejSpokane 

is# or will be in the near future, large enough to make the 

use of unit terminals practical. 

As a whole, I disagree with the design of this termi

nal. I have a personal dislike for the architecture of the 

building as well as my objections to its poor functioning. 



INVENTORY 

I. 'Early History of Gallatin Field 

In September of 1940, representatives of the United States Civil 
Aeronautics Administration called on the city of Bozeman to provide 
hangars at the existing Belgrade Airfield in order that Montana State 
College could conduct a training school for pilot training just prior 
to World War II. This marked the beginning of visible interest of 
the federal government in a major airport near Bozeman. 

In October of 1940, representatives of the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration informed the city of Bozeman that the federal govern
ment had appropriated money for the development of airports and that 
if Bozeman was interested, they should send representatives to a 
regional meeting. Bozeman did send representatives to that meeting 
and informed the Civil Aeronautics Administration that they would 
furnish land if the government would finance the construction of an 
airport. That arrangement was decided upon, and Gallatin Field was 
constructed by the Army Corps of Engineers during^l941. 

It became a city-county airport in 1944 when the county of 
Gallatin purchased a half interest in the field. Gallatin Field 
is now operated through joint city-county ownership and depends 
upon some tax support and rental income, lease, and fee incomes. 

Major expansions have continually taken place at Gallatin Field, 
bringing it to the primary air carrier airport it is in Southwestern 
Montana. Northwest Airlines inaugurated scheduled service to Gallatin 
Field on June 22, 1947 and has been, providing service since that time. 
Frontier Airlines initiated their scheduled air carrier service to 
Gallatin Field in October of 1967, following the Western Montana Air 
Service Case, heard by the Civil Aeronautics Board. 

There has been fixed base operator service on the airport since 
its inception. The current fixed base operators are Flight Line 
Incorporated, owned by A. C. Newby and Gallatin Flying Service, owned 
by the Stradleys. Gallatin Flying Service has been in business on 
the airport since 1950 and Flight Line Incorporated began service 
in November of 1956. Mr. James Stradley, President of Gallatin 
Flying Service and Mr. A1 Newby, President of Flight Line Incorporated 
were both previously employed by the airport's original fixed base 
operator, Lynch Flying Service. 

Gallatin Field's Airport Managers have been: John Lynch, 1941-44, 
Joe Monger, 1944-56, Edwin Iverson, 1957-70, and Frank Wolcott, 1970 

to present, 



EXISTING FACILITIES AND ACTIVITY 
Gallatin Field has a main, 9,000 by 150 foot asphaltic concrete 

runway (12-30). Stub taxiways from this runway lead to partial 
parallel taxiways. The runway has a four box Visual Approach Slope. 
Indicator (VASI) system which was installed by the Airport Admin
istration and is now maintained and operated by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. 

The airport also has a turf landing strip, Runway 3-21, which 
is 5,200 feet in length and 150 feet wide. This runway is utilized 
primarily during the equinox seasons when the southwesterly winds 
are prevalent. 

The north-south runway (16-34) on Gallatin Field is in a poor 
state of repair. It is a paved runway but has now deteriorated to 
an unusable condition. 

The existing air carrier apron area can accommodate two 7 27 
type aircraft or three 7 37 type aircraft. The general aviation apron 
is 645 feet long by 195 feet wide and has space for only 25 light air 
craft. The present distance from the taxiway center line to the 
aircraft parking area is approximately 7 0 feet, which is ten feet in 
violation of the Group 1 taxiway criteria of the FAA. The general 
aviation apron has a pavement strength of only 16,000 pounds for a 
single-wheeled landing gear aircraft. 

All the usable taxiways and Runway 12-3 0 are lighted with 
medium intensity lights. 

Gallatin Field has a very high frequency omnirange (VOR) 
located on the airport approximately 1,00 0 feet north of Runway 12-3 0 
This unit is an FAA owned and operated facility. FAA also has, on 
airport property, a non-directional radio beacon which has a con
tinuous weather broadcast. 

There is an FAA flight service station located on the second 
floor of the terminal building at Gallatin Field and the flight 
service station is manned on a 24-hour basis. 

The existing buildings on the airport range from thirty years 
of age to two years of age. Some of the buildings were moved in 
from- the old Belgrade airstrip in 1941 and are in a poor state of 
repair. Gallatin Field Airport owns the terminal building, the 
quonset office building, the Airport Manager's home, and several 
small out-buildings, and the remainder of the general aviation 
buildings are owned and operated by the two fixed base operators. 



At the present time Gallatin Field does not have direct access 
from the U. S. Interstate 90. The airport is served by U. S. High
way 10 from either Bozeman or Belgrade. 

Airport Activity 

As of September of 1971, there were 48 people employed by 
the various airport tenants on Gallatin Field. The tenants are 
as follows: Autorent, Avis, Federal Aviation Administration, 
Flight Line, Inc., Frontier Airlines, Gallatin Flying Service, Hertz, 
National Guard and Northwest Airlines, along with the airport it
self as an employer. 

Northwest Airlines inaugurated scheduled service into Gallatin 
Field on June 22, 1947 and Frontier Airlines started scheduled 
service in October of 1967. Gallatin Flying Service started busi
ness on the airport in 1950 and Flight Line, Inc. in 1956. The 
Montana National Guard has a vehicle maintainance depot located on 
the airport property and in the future it is anticipated that a 
National Guard helicopter training center will be established in 
conjunction with the vehicle depot. 

Figure 1-G indicates the area surrounding the Gallatin Field 
Airport and the existing utilization of air space. This vicinity 
map shows the relationship of nearby airstrips and principal points 
to Gallatin Field. 



Airport Access and Parking: 

A. Airport Access: Present access to Gallatin Field is 
by old U.S. Highway 10 from Bozeman to the Airport 
Access Road. An alternate route from Bozeman would 
be via the Interstate Highway to the Belgrade Inter
change, then backtracking through.Belgrade on U.S. 
Highway 10 to the Airport Access Road. 

Highway 10 is a two-lane sub-standard primary highway 
with numerous at-grade crossings. Its capacity is 
estimated at less than 600 vehicles per hour. 

The Airport Access Road is a 24 ft. paved access road 
with approaches to the Army National Guard and the 
General Aviation Area. Its capacity is estimated at 
less than 400 vehicles per hour. 

B. Air Carrier Terminal Vehicle Parking: The present 
air carrier parking lot provides parking for 118 
vehicles, including 6 rent-a-car reserve spaces. 
The parking lot is approximately 230 ft. long by 
195 ft. wide. 

Air Space Restrictions and Agreements: 

A. Air Space Utilization: Detailed re-evaluation of 
runway orientation and configuration on the basis of 
wind and weather conditions indicate that Runway 12-30 
will continue as the major runway with Runway 3-21 
utilized as a general aviation crosswind runway. 

Runway 12 will continue to be the main instrument 
runway. Although high wind IFR utilization indicates 
more use of Runway 30, rising terrain to the southeast 
requires designation of Runway 12 as the future 
Instrument Landing System (ILS) runway. 

There are no airports within 40 miles of Gallatin 
Field which are equipped for instrument flight 
operations; therefore, no serious conflicts concern
ing air space for instrument flight operations for 
Runway 12 are anticipated. 

From the standpoint of VFR operations, there are no 
airports within 20 miles of Gallatin Field which offer 
any conflict. 

It is concluded, from the above findings, that there 
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are no present or prospective airspace utilization 
conflicts in the Gallatin Field area which would 
adversely affect the development of the landing area. 

The Airspace Utilization Chart (Figure 1-G) shows the 
air navigation facilities, airways and airports in 
the area, and the presently established instrument 
procedures at Gallatin Field. 

B. Local Air Space Zoning: A local air space zoning 
ordinance is not in effect at Gallatin Field. 

Employment: 

A. As of September, 1971, the employee breakdown at 
Gallatin Field was as follows: 

Employer Employees 

Gallatin Field Board 
Flight Line, Inc. 
Gallatin Flying Service 
Northwest Airlines 
Frontier Airlines 
Avis 
Hertz 
Auto Rent 
National Guard 
Federal Aviation Administration 

5 
7 
4 
8 
5 
2 
3 
1 
5 
8 

48 



GALLATIN FIELD MASTER 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

PLAN 

The recommendations listed below are very brief synopses of the 
principal action guidelines developed for Gallatin Field in the 
Master Plan. Based on a thorough inventory and evaluation of 
existing facilities and their capacities and conditions and also 
based on the projections and forecasts of all aviation demand at 
Gallatin Field, the following recommendations are basic in the 
twenty year Master Plan. 

1. Ultimate Runway Facilities 

Three runways, the air carrier runway (12R-30L) now 
9,000 feet long is recommended to be extended to 10,500 
feet with possible future extension to 12,000 feet; with 
a paving of runway shoulders and a runway overlay as use 
dictates. 

The crosswind general aviation runway (3-21) -now a turf 
strip is recommended to be relocated and paved to a 
3,400 foot by 60 foot dimension. 

A parallel general aviation runway to the air carrier 
runway is recommended (12L-30R), paved 4,200 feet by 
75 feet. 

2. Taxiways 

A full parallel taxiway to serve Runway 12R-30L (the 
air carrier runway) is recommended. Also recommended 
are staged taxiways to adequately serve Runways 3-21 
and 12L-30R. It is additionally an ultimate require
ment that the existing air carrier taxiways be widened 
to 100 feet from the present 75 feet. 

3 . General Aviation Apron 

Recommended is staged construction of 110,000 square 
yards of paved apron for general aviation utilization. 

4. Building Removal and Reconstruction 

Taxiway clearance criteria and advanced deterioration 
are the bases for the recommendation that most existing 
general aviation buildings and hangars be cleared and 
rebuilt on a new building line. 



5. Drainage and Irrigation 

Future taxiway and apron drainage systems should be 
designed independent of the existing system to insure 
adequacy. Steps should be taken to relocate the 
Spain-Ferris Ditch from its present location to an 
existing system of ditches southeast of the airport. 

6. General and Utility Facilities 

It is recommended that a new airport shop and storage 
facility be constructed. For future sewage treatment 
requirements it is recommended that Gallatin Field 
enter into a coordinated joint-use agreement and plan 
with the city of Belgrade. 

7. Water 

It is recommended that an elevated storage tank with 
a capacity of 500,000 gallons be constructed near the 
southwest boundary of the airport. 

8. Security Fence 

Stage construction of a chain link type fence seven feet 
in height around the airport boundary is recommended. 

9. Instrument Landing System and Road Relocation or 
Lowering"" 

Presently planned is the installation of an ILS for 
Gallatin Field. It is necessary for its installation 
that the westerly farm to market county road be lowered 
or a total relocation of the road be made. Relocation 
is the most desirable solution. 

10. Control Tower 

It is recommended that as soon as operational require
ments are met FAA be requested to provide an airport 
traffic control tower. 

11. Environment 

It is recommended that a strong policy of ecological 
concern be implemented to insure the minimization of 
detrimental effects to the airport and its surround
ing environment. 



Land Use 

A workable land use plan is recommended to function
ally enhance the airport while at the same time 
coordinating the interface of community and airport 
objectives. In this regard provisions for a light 
industrial park on airport property is recommended. 
Developments will make it necessary to acquire 
additional land now adjacent to the airport, this 
land should be purchased as early as possible. 

Airport Access 

In addition to several road route changes on the 
airport, it is recommended that action be taken 
to secure access from Interstate 90 to the airport 
via an interchange approximately two miles southeast 
of the Belgrade Interchange. 

Terminal 

It is recommended that a new terminal be designed 
and constructed to the west of the site of the present 
terminal in order to adequately handle the increase in 
air passenger activity. The current terminal should be 
utilized for other airport operations space, such as 
mail, cargo, and offices. Also it is recommended that 
paved terminal apron space be constructed large enough 
to easily accommodate the forecast number of commercial 
aircraft. A new and larger auto parking facility will 
be necessary. 

It is recommended that the administration of Gallatin 
Field institute several new additional methods of 
accruing revenue such as general aviation parking fees, 
auto parking fees, and bus transportation concessions. 

It is recommended that the airport administration 
provide for close monitoring and be prepared to adjust 
the operational revenue and expense objectives to meet 
development needs. 

The financina of major improvements at Gallatin Field 
should be accomplished via the issuance of a form of 
revenue bonding, providing for the capital investment 
to be repaid from self-generated revenues. Increased 
local tax assistance should be obtained from both the 
county of Gallatin and the city of Bozeman. 



18. It is recommended that as soon as possible Gallatin Field 
should move to an Airport Authority form of administration 
to gain the flexibility required to implement the Master 
Plan. 

19. Throughout all planning and development, close coordina
tion with individuals having a planning responsibility 
at the local, state and federal level is vital and 
should be actively sought. 
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Eight airports nearest to Gallatin Field have 

been studied by TAP in order to determine whether there 

would be any development conflicts between any of these 

and Gallatin Field. These airports are found in Living

ston, Wilsall and Gardiner in Park County; White Sulphur 

Springs in Meagher Countyi Ennis in Madison County* 

Townsend in Broadwater Countyi and Three Forks and West 

Yellowstone in Gallatin County. 

TAP established that the only airport which 

might possibly compete with Gallatin Field at all is the 

one in West Yellowstone. This airport» though, is only 

open from mid-May to October 1 of each year. It is 

serviced by two airlines Western and Frontier. Western 

is not authorized to serve Gallatin Field. 

The Townsend Airport serves only light aircraft. 

It is approximately 53 highway miles and 43 air miles from 

Bozeman. The Three Forks Airport is about 22 air miles 

and 23 highway miles from Bozeman and it, too, serves only 

light aircraft. The main reasons for this airport are to 

serve planes connected with agriculture, small local in

dustry and recreation. 

The Ennis Airport is privately owned and is used 

primarily by recreational interests. The Madison County 

Airport Aughority has considered moving the airport for 



future development. If this were to occur, it is thought 

that some of the traffic now going into both West Yellow

stone and Gallatin Field would be apt to go into Ennis. 

Ennis is about 42 air miles and 5^ highway miles from 

Bozeman. If a road is constructed from Madison Valley 

to Big Sky, a new airport for Ennis would be considered 

more carefully than it is now. 

Mission Field in Livingston serves agriculture, 

industry and recreation. It compliments Gallatin Field 

for it accommodates general aircraft which are unable to 

land in Bozeman because of weather over the Bridger Moun

tains. It accommodates those flights which are westbound. 

Mission Field is 4-3 highway miles and 38 air miles from 

Gallatin Field. 

Wilsall is 30 air miles and 70 highway miles 

from Gallatin Field, and is separated from Gallatin Field 

by the Bridger Mountains. This airport is limited because 

it has no full-time operator. The airport's main purpose 

is to serve the surrounding ranching and agricultural land. 

The Gardiner Airport is 58 air miles and 89 highway miles 

from Gallatin Field. Its main use is for the Forest Service 

and Park Service although it is used, somewhatf for recre

ational purposes. It is not used year-round. The White 

Sulphur Springs airport is 52 air miles and 98 highway miles 

from Gallatin Field. It serves mainly agriculture and rec

reation purposes. 
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FORECASTING 

The Bozeman and Gallatin County area have numerous special 
characteristics that bear on future projections of air travelers. 
The increases in the economic development of Gallatin County and 
the Bozeman area are the result of the combination of these 
factors. Economic indicators such as financial resources, pop
ulation base, income distribution, and employment point to a 
recent history of rapid development and a healthy indication of 
more of the same in the future. Light industrial activity is on 
the increase. The economy sectors of service, wholesale and 
retail trade have posted significant gains and most factors 
indicate a continuance of that trend throughout the twenty-year 
period of this study. Much of the economic activity in the 
Bozeman area in the past has been centered around Montana State 
University. While this effect will continue into the future, its 
relative position will likely decrease since the size of the 
business community outside the University is growing more rapidly 
than the educational institution and its related elements. These 
economic factors coupled with social factors such as mobility, 
educational level and leisure time all tend to encourage an in
creasing level of air transportation usage. Outlying communities 
in Gallatin County and surrounding counties are now using the air 
transportation facility at Gallatin Field since it is becoming 
easier to travel to Gallatin Field with the improvement of_the 
interstate highway system. Factors such as mobility are signifi
cant in assessing the potential of future air traffic at Gallatin 
Field. The statistics of Gallatin Field are very hard evidence 
of its importance as a transportation facility for southwestern 
Montana. The growth in passengers, general aviation activity 
and air cargo have among the most rapid for airports of its size. 

Another factor which is of tremendous importance is recreation
al activity existing in the area and plans for future expansion of 
that.activity. Gallatin Field is located only 90 miles from one 
of the major gates to Yellowstone National Park and it also serves 
as a gateway to many outdoor recreational activities in the major 
river mountain areas in western and central Montana. Fishing, 
hunting, hiking, camping, and many other forms of summer outdoor 
activity are attracting increasing numbers of people to the area. 
An important part of the recreational potential of the area is 
exhibited in the winter activity of the existing Bridger Bowl Ski 
Area and the Big Sky of Montana resort development which-is now 
under construction. Big Sky of Montana is located in the Gallatin 
River Canyon near U. S. Highway 191 and includes plans for two 
major villages, Meadow Village and Mountain Village. These 
facilities will include a golf course, facilities for boating, 
swimming, tennis, horseback riding, hunting, fishing, skeet 



shooting as well as a major ski area. Ski runs for the beginner 
up to and through the expert will be featured as well as large 
motel lodge complexes, condominium units and home sites. In 
conjunction with both the Meadow and Mountain Villages, will be .... 
associated restaurants, lounges and speciality shops. The Big. 
Sky development will rival other large existing recreational 
facilities such as Sun Valley, Idaho; Vail and Aspen, Colorado. 

Past and Present Air Service Patterns at Gallatin Field, Bozeman, 
Montana 

The present air service pattern at Gallatin Field consists of 
flights from two commercial airlines, Northwest Orient Airlines and 
Frontier Airlines. The commercial air service pattern is four daily 
flights in a north-south service direction and four daily flights 
in an east-west direction. The four daily frequencies provided . 
by Northwest in an east-west service direction are all with pure jet 
Boeing 7 27 equipment. The service provided by Frontier Airlines 
is principally the north-south pattern and consists of Convair 580 
prop-jet equipment. Commercial airline activity at Gallatin Field 
has moved sharply upward in the past ten years. For example, in 
1966 there were 10,350 origin and destination (0 & D) passengers 
at Gallatin Field. This traffic total had grown to 30,070 by 1968 
and was 39,670 by the year ending June 30 of 1970. 

The expansion of commercial airline activity at Gallatin 
Field is also reflected by the flight frequency which has increased 
to the level of eight commercial flights per day from a level of 
only two per day during most of the early and mid-1960's. 

Forecast Methodology 

Figure 2-A shows the total origination and destination passenger 
traffic activity at Gallatin Field on a historical basis, from 1960 
to 1970. This historical data base is obtained from Civil Aeronautics 
Board compiled statistics. In the T.A.P., Inc. analysis of these 
statistics, the United States was divided into ten different regions. 
This regional breakdown was used to analyze the historical air 
traffic patterns to and from Gallatin Field as well as using the 
divisions to project or forecast future air traffic activity between 
Gallatin Field and each of the regions. All of the forecasts of 
passenger and related activity at Gallatin Field were done .by. . . 
individual regions. All activities, including boardings and en-
planements, as well as service patterns and flight frequencies are 
then based directly on the results of the forecast O & D traffic. 

The forecast of air passenger traffic for this master plan was 
accomplished using the combination of two principal approaches. 
The first was a forecast of "base" Gallatin Field passengers 
independent of any Big Sky of Montana influence. The second phase 
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which was added to the first was a forecast of activity directly 
related to the recreational plans of Big Sky of Montana. The 
basic procedure used was to forecast origination and destination 
passengers by region of the United States, by year, for each year 
1972 through 1980 with a yearly forecast for 1985 and 1990. These 
regional forecasts of traffic are then added together to give the 
resulting total annual air passenger traffic forecasts for Gallatin 
Field. Two different statistical regression formulas, coupled.. 
with analytical judgment factors, were utilized in projecting the 
traffic to each of the United States regions. 

Passenger Forecasts Related Directly to Big Sky Recreation Visitors 

The Big Sky development will have very significant impact on 
the air traffic activity at Gallatin Field. The airport at Gallatin 
Field is located closer to this major recreational development than 
nearly any other commercial air facility is to any other principal 
resort facility of this kind. The research team at T.A.P., Inc. 
sought and received excellent cooperation from the developers and 
planners of Big Sky and thus, were able to obtain and build a year 
by year development schedule from which air passenger activity 
could be projected. The traffic forecasts related to Big Sky were 
developed with the use of these detailed building schedules. In 
addition to data directly from Big Sky, numerous other similar resort 
developments were contacted and large volumes of data and information 
concerning their past and present guest activity and air travelers 
were obtained and utilized. Any large resort development has partic
ular characteristics that must be considered when attempting to pro
ject guest activity. Such things as marketing policy, promotion, 
seasonality, geographic location and timing of facilities all con
tribute to specialized problems that must be dealt with. The method
ology used to forecast air traffic as a result of Big Sky included 
consideration of the following items: building schedule, occupancy 
expectations, the average length of stay at the resort, the time of 
year people will travel"to the resort, the convention and off-season 
guest activity, the number of guests per unit and the percentage of 
guests utilizing the varying modes of transportation to the area. 

Table 2-25A and Figure 2-1 show the annual forecast of total 
0 & D traffic at Gallatin Field. By 1980 it is projected to be 
nearly eight times the 1970 level. Table 2-38A indicates the fore
cast of scheduled commercial flights per day, general aviation 
flight operations per year, and light aircraft expected to be 
based at Gallatin Field. 

One of the outgrowths of the traffic forecast was a projection 
of the commercial flight frequencies at Gallatin Field. Contained 
in Table 2-38A is a summation of this commercial flight frequency. 
It ranges from eight to nine flights per day in 1972 up to from 26 
to 34 flights per day in 1990. In 197? pure jet and turbo-jet 



equipment are in use at the airport. This is judged to continue to 
be the case through 1975 . In 1976 , it is forecast that all sched- . 
uled commercial operations will be pure jet equipment. By 1977 
Gallatin Field will likely see special flights of jumbo jets the 
size of DC-10 aircraft. 

General Aviation, Charter Activity and Air Cargo 

Along with the commercial activity increases predicted on the 
airport, the general aviation or private aircraft activity will grow 
substantially. 

In developing the projections for general aviation activity at 
Gallatin Field the approach was divided into three separate areas. 
First a based aircraft projection was developed. Secondly, a fore
cast of the normal itinerant or transient aircraft was developed 
and thirdly, the special impact of Big Sky related transient air
craft was determined. Historical data, in conjunction with inputs 
from the general aviation community locally, and at the state and 
national level, provided the basis for estimating the total number 
of future based aircraft at Gallatin Field. In projecting the 
number of general aviation aircraft flying into the area as a result • 
of Big Sky, the figures represent conclusions gathered from other 
resort areas which are experiencing conditions that will be similar 
to conditions on Gallatin Field in the future. The results of these 
projections are shown in the total operations column in Table 2-38A. 

The large aircraft charter activity at Gallatin Field is closely 
related to the development of recreational and resort potential. 
Research at other areas similar to what is anticipated in Gallatin 
County resulted in the basis for the forecast of this type of 
commercial aviation. A peak of two flights per day was determined 
as probable in the height of the recreation season. 

Historical trends for originating air cargo at Gallatin Field 
indicate a very pronounced and steady increase in the last five 
years. Air cargo consists of three basic classifications: express, 
freight and mail. Considering the anticipated growth in population 
and economic activity in the area served by Gallatin Field and also 
considering the forecast increase in frequency of air carrier 
flights the projection of air cargo shows a continuing significant 
increase in the future. 
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FIGURE 2-A 

TOTAL 0 & D PASSENGER TRAFFIC AT GALLATIN FIELD, 
1960-1970* 
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'1961 and 1966 are years when Northwest Airlines experienced major 
sir strikes. 
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FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS 

After the airport inventory and knowing what presently exists 
and in what condition it is, and also after forecasting all aviation 
activity and calculating capacity of present facilities, it begins 
to be apparent where new or improved facilities will be required. . 
To determine precisely what is needed, detailed application of 
criteria contained in FAA advisory circulars and regulations is 
necessary. In addition to the federal criteria, there are many 
local needs that enter into the determination of total facilities 
required. The analysis and determination of improvements in this 
section of the master plan is critical since the development sched
ule and its cost is directly related and so also is the feasibility 
of accomplishing the suggested projects. Refer to Figure 4-B for 
the airport layout plan. 

(1) Runway 12R-3 0L 

The air carrier runway, 12R-30L, is presently 9,000 feet long. 
In order to accommodate Boeing 727-200 and DC-10-20 aircraft, 
extension of the runway 1,500 feet to a length of 10,500 feet is 
required. This will permit Boeing 727-200 aircraft to operate on 
a Bozeman-Chicago stage length and DC-10 (and Boeing 747) aircraft 
to operate on a Bozeman-New York stage segment. The 12,000 foot 
ultimate length provides sufficient length for the above aircraft 
to operate at their maximum performance limitations at Bozeman 
mean-max temperatures. 

(2) Runway 3-21 

Runway 3-21 is a crosswind general aviation runway. Its 
orientation at 90° to the air carrier runway provides two-runway 
wind coverage of 99.5% with a 12 mph wind at Gallatin Field. 
This orientation is to the strongest crosswind component. The 
runway, however, due to 96% wind coverage by Runway 12—30, does 
not qualify under present criteria for Federal funding. This 
runway will also serve a general aviation area. Its runway length 
is based on 80% of FAA Basic Utility Stage 1 runway lengths. This 
class of runway accommodates about 75% of the propeller aircraft 
under 12,500 pounds. 

(3) Runway 12L-3 0R 

Runway 12L-30R is a parallel general aviation runway required 
primarily for student pilot training. This runway will be used 
almost exclusively for touch and go operations. Its runway length 
is 100% of Basic Utility Stage 1. The 75 foot runway width is 
desirable for runways used for pilot training. 



(4) Taxi ways 

The number of operations on the main Runway 12R-30L justify -
the construction of a full parallel taxiway system with inter
mediate exits. The number of intermediate exits is dependent on 
staging of runway and taxiway construction, existing exit taxiway 
location, and configuration and construction scheduling of the 
parallel general aviation runway. Figure 4-C indicates the ob
struction and clear zone areas and Figure 4-D shows the proposed 
general aviation areas. 
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE GALLATIN FIELD HASTER PLAN 

The major concern of man for his environment has recently-
manifested itself in a multitude of regulations designed to mini
mize the destruction and protect and enhance natural elements. For 
too many years development has neglected to consider all the con
sequences resulting to life's support systems from mismanaged or 
shortsighted action in planning and development activities of all 
•kinds. The Department of Transportation recognizes this concern 
for ecological matters and is willing to assist local personnel 
and governmental agencies in their attempt to minimize or eliminate 
detrimental effects of construction activity at airports and 
transportation centers. There is considerable federal, state and 
even local legislation and regulations that must be adhered to by 
the administration of any airport. In addition to the regulations 
there is a very sincere concern on the part of the administration 
of Gallatin Field to manage human and nonhuman resources so that a 
minimum of disturbance to the natural environment will occur or 
even be averted altogether. 

As development on the airport is planned and does occur, very 
serious consideration needs to be given to the sound and thorough 
job of ecological planning as well as the more traditional forms 
of planning. The probable developments at Gallatin Field over 
the course of the time frame of this master plan will include 
additional runway, additional taxiway, improved navigational needs, 
new buildings, additional parking facilities and road access. Mso 
probable, within the time frame of this plan, is a light industrial 
park in conjunction with the airport. To provide for many of these 
developments it will be necessary to acquire additional land, now 
adjacent to the airport boundaries. The justification for such 
vigorous facility growth and improvement will be the rapid rise in 
demand for public air travel through Gallatin Field. The primary 
objective is to effectively plan and provide for this increase in 
demand in order to best manage all resources. In the land use 
section of the Gallatin Field Master Plan there has been con
siderable planning and treatment of these developmental changes 
that are anticipated on the airport. While it is true that much 
of the now open grassland space on the airport property will be 
developed into building sites and runways and taxiways, it is 
also true that much planning for green belts, large park areas, 
and tree-lined shelters have been provided for. 

With regard to the environment at Gallatin Field there are 
two principal direct impacts of increased aircraft activity. 
The first of these is noise. An analysis of aircraft noise levels 
has been done for Gallatin Field in connection with this master 
plan. These composite noise rating contours are shown in Figure 
5-B. This analysis results in dividing the area near the airport 



* into several zones of noisiness. Such zones can then be used in 
future land use planning. While there are no schools nor hospitals . 
or rest homes located within any of the three noise zones, there 
are a considerable number of residences, many rural plus most of 
the town of Belgrade. Aircraft noise is very probably the most 
severe and disturbing environmental problem that will be associated 
with Gallatin Field. However, it is the professional opinion of 
many sound experts that technology will, in the next ten to fifteen 
years, conquer the aircraft noise problem. There is certainly much 
evidence at this time which indicates that the noise problem is 

•being reduced substantially. While efforts are being made to reduce 
jet engine noise, efforts locally can be attempted to control air
craft noise disturbance. Such efforts should include directing air
craft away from residential areas and game refuges, the institution 
of preferential runway direction to direct aircraft away from 
populated areas, limit the number of operations during nighttime 
hours, plant trees and shrubbery and shelter belts to screen noise, 
and utilize proper land use controls and zoning. 

The second major direct impact of increased aircraft activity 
is air pollution. Although it has been shown in many studies that 
aircraft engine emissions constitute a very small percentage of 
any urban areas total air pollutants it is potentially a serious 
problem and certainly must be dealt with. As in the field of noise 
control, much research is currently under way from a technical and 
economic aspect. Engine air pollution is a much easier environmental 
problem to solve than noise. The newer jet engines which are being 
phased into existing aircraft and which will be on all new aircraft 
indicate a very sharply reduced engine emission problem than has 
been the case in the past. 

The existing water supply for Gallatin Field consists of 
individual wells for the various buildings located on the airport. 
The water quality is judged to be good. Analysis indicates future 
water supply requirements at Gallatin Field should have little 
effect on the groundwater levels which presently exist. Runoff 
and drainage, though not a problem now, will have to be continually 
evaluated with each construction and paving project. It is desir
able to investigate special considerations for storm runoff from 
such areas to insure that possible fuel contaminants do not pollute 
any stream or irrigation ditch. 

Sewer facilities at Gallatin Field are presently handled via 
septic tank system. Future sewage treatment requirements have been 
analyzed in terms of the demand which will be generated as a 
result of the 1990 projections of passengers and employees and 
activity on the airport. The city of Belgrade is presently planning 
for their future sewage treatment facilities and it is recommended 
that Gallatin Field Airport Administration consider a conjunctive 
effort towards solution of Gallatin Field and Belgrade sewage 
problems. 57 



Within the scope of the master plan, the general outlook 
environmentally is outlined as follows: there will be major 
changes in land use, considerable land will be used for structures. 
Some land now in natural grass will be enhanced through the plann
ing of trees and shrubs and the addition of park areas. Noise 
from aircraft engines will increase and likely be somewhat of a 
problem for at least a decade. Though the numbers of people 
effected by noise are now relatively small the potential dis
turbance is not insignificant. There will be some increase in 
the emissions of air contaminants by aircraft engines as flight 
frequency increases. This problem should diminish however, as 
technology provides new answers. Relative level of this type 
of pollution is low. The proposed development will require no 
displacement of families. The projects within the master plan 
will not alter, destroy or derrogate from any major recreational 
areas or historical monuments. The development should not 
materially alter the pattern or behavior of any wildlife species. 
There should be no increase in contamination of any water supply 
or stream. Any presently proposed developments should have little 
effect on the water table of the area. 





I have discussed some good and bad aspects of various 

air terminals in relationship to their functions. TAP has 

examined the airport at Bozeman in terms of existing prob

lems and projected increases in travelers which will effect 

the airport. I think it is important now to consider the air 

terminal as more than a necessary link in the air travel 

system, but as a meaningful symbol to the people who come 

in contact with it. 

Today there seems to me to be too much emphasis on the 

economy and efficiency of life. I find myself in a state of 

desparation at times because I feel as if I am not allowed 

the time to find meaning in life. It is as if we are being 

processed as a car on an assembly line is processed. The 

key is spped and efficiency with no consideration for quality 

except for the apparent quality some marketing specialist 

requested tacked on to allude the buyer. I hope to achieves 

a genuine and meaningful sense of quality in my terminal 

design. 

I have heard from people older than myself a consid

erable amount about the glories of traveling by train. 

From what I have heard, this mode of transportation was 

generally savored by those using it. Today the train is 

no longer extensively used. The reason for this is obviousi 



people are being processed with greater speed and a higher 

degree of efficiency. The train station used to have a 

very special significance for it was the gateway to the 

city. While train stations were welcoming people to cities 

and towns, airports were being built at some distance from 

these cities and towns. Now that train travel has all but 

disappeared, I feel that it is the air terminal's duty to 

take the place of the train station in being the gateway to 

the city. Just as the plane has taken over the place of 

the train, the airport has taken the place of the train 

station. 

There are differences that must be respected at this 

point. Where the train station was the gateway to a city, 

the airport must become, because of its relative position, 

the gateway to a region. This is true to varying degrees, 

the highest degree of truth being found in places similar 

to Bozeman.;^ Since I feel that this gateway concept plays 

an important role in the design of airports I will try to 

design Bozeman's new terminal keeping this concept in mind# 

An airport provides the traveler with his first andjlast im

pression of a place. I can see argument being offered both 

for and against the importance of the impression a place 

gives. 

As a gateway, I feel that it is important for this 

terminal to exhibit the best features that the Gallatin 



Valley has to offer/a The Gallatin Valley can brag of nat

ural beauty. It is important for this airport terminal to 

demonstrate this beauty in the best possible way. 

It is my opinion that the beauty of Montana is not as 

readily obvious to the newcomlj>er as most Montanans choose 

to believe. Having been brought up in New England, it took 

me a considerable amount of time before I was able to fully 

appreciate Montana's true beauty. New England is filled 

with a mousey, mild (but immediate) type of beauty. Every

where one looks, there is something near to him. The New 

England countryside does not allow one to overlook its 

scenery. Montana's countryside, on the other hand, does. 

Although Montana provides the onlooker with a more masculine, 

more spectacular and, generally, larger beauty, it is also, 

in many cases, a more distant beauty. The fact that it is 

often a distant beauty provides an intermediate landscape 

having the potential to distract the viewer from what is 

being offered in the distance. This can be tragic. 

In an effort to be sensitive to Montana's very indi

vidual beauty and in an effort to make the newcomer readily 

aware and appreciative of this beauty, the placement of the 

terminal building is of extreme importance. It would be 

most unfortunate, in my opinion, to have a traveler's first 

view of this region be aimed toward Belgrade or a field. 

Instead, I will try to direct them towards the surrounding 

mountains. 



GALLATIN FIELD LAND USE 

At the present time Gallatin Field is located on 1,400 acres. 
It is planned that total airport acreage should increase to approx
imately 1,600 acres within this decade. It is most important that 
the airport plan and dedicate this acreage to specific uses and 
further, it is equally important that the airport cooperate and 
coordinate with land uses adjacent to the entire perimeter of the 
airport. Adjacent lands can and should be compatible even though 
they are utilized in far differing manners and put to far different -
purposes. Figure 6-B shows the proposed land use at Gallatin Field. 

The development of the Gallatin Field land use plan includes 
employing the concept of buffer zones. A good example of a buffer 
zone now in existence on the airport is the hedgerow or green area 
along each side of the access road from U. S. Highway 10. Such 
buffer areas act to improve use compatibility through noise dis
persion and visual enhancement. This is one example of planning 
land use to advance mutual objectives. 

The land use recommendations discussion will start at the 
airport entrance road as it leaves U. S. Highway 10. The areas, 
approximately eight acres each, on either side of the airport en
trance road as it presently exists, should be dedicated to future 
| commercial purposes. It is likely that usage of this property 

would be automobile service stations, airport motel/hotel complexes 
and similar related commercial activities. 

As detailed in the road access section of the master plan, the 
farm to market road entering the town of Belgrade on its north 
boundary should eventually be relocated to the county road right 
of way on the common line between Sections 35 and 3 6 thus entering 
the town to the west of the high school complex on Grogan Street. 

It is recommended that the National Guard locate their future 
helicopter training center in the most northeasterly corner of the 
airport and also relocate their vehicle maintenance facility to 
this area. The rotorcraft used in the National Guard operations 
produce noise levels that could be objectionable if located nearer 
the air carrier or general aviation areas. This also affords them 
greater latitude in space utilization. Proper landscaping and 
hedgerow planting should be part of this relocation to shield 
noise and enhance visual appeal. 

The parcel of airport property on the extreme south boundary 
of the airport has a county road through a portion of it, and is 
bordered on the south by U. S. Highway 10. This land is recommended 
for designation and layout of a future light industrial park. The 
industrial park tenants, should be limited to aviation oriented 
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businesses and the construction of buildings therein should be in . 
conformance with building codes set by the Gallatin Field Board. 
The industrial park tenants would have direct access via a taxi-
way to the main parallel taxiway leading to Runway 30 or a taxi-
way directly to the general aviation runway (3-21) . Approximately 
85 acres would be available for the industrial park site in the 
parcel bounded by the airport building restriction line from both 
runways and the county road and U. S. Highway 10. 
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TERMINAL AREA PLANS 

In 1951 the existing terminal was built on Gallatin Field. 
At the time it was built, its architecture was of the most modern 
design and included the latest in airport terminal facilities. 
This building has served its community well and has provided the 
space for the necessary growth of commercial aviation service at 
Gallatin Field. 

With Bozeman and the surrounding communities' trend of rapid 
growth the existing terminal is now crowded in terms of most 
measures applied. In certain areas it is totally inadequate in 
space and facilities to properly handle today's aviation public, 
airline operations and baggage handling .requirements . Recommended 
terminal area requirement studies used for comparisons in this 
report indicate that the existing terminal area should be approx
imately 100 percent larger in area .in order to properly handle 
the recorded 1971 aviation .public .traffic_ . Both the public and 
airline personnel can attest ..to the extremely over-crowded con
ditions during any "typical peak hour passenger" period. 

I. Bases for Terminal Requirements 

The typical peak hour passenger (TPHP) determination was 
calculated based on averages provided by the FAA. The meaning 
of TPHP relates to the "average .of ..the peak hours in passenger 
activity". It can be compared in .concept to the "mean-maximum" 
in temperature recording. This is in effect an average of the 
passenger maximums. To calculate-TPHP for Gallatin Field a 
percentage figure provided by.FAA-guidelines .was applied to the 
annual forecast of 0 & D passengers. Refer to Table 8-1. 

Based on the known and projected "typical peak hour passenger" 
data in Table 8-1 for the following calculation (Table 8-2) of 
required areas for airport terminal .functions was developed. The 
lineal and area figures were .based .on charts and data shown in 
the "Airport Termlnal Buildings", -pamphlet published by the Federal 
Aviation Agency. This material .was.used as a comparison and 
guide to determine required .areas along with comparisons of 
actual areas from existing terminals.similar in size to Our pro
jected passenger activity. Two.such terminals were the existing 
Spokane terminal and the expanded Billings terminal. 

In addition to normal terminal passenger traffic needs, 
Gallatin Field will serve a rapidly expanding recreational pas
senger market. This is somewhat unique in terms of the projected 
requirement to handle whole planeloads of enplaning and deplaning 
passengers of large scheduled or non-scheduled flights. This 



TABLE 8-1 

GALLATIN FIELD 
TYPICAL PEAK HOUR PASSENGER (TPHP) CALCULATION 

Year 

Forecast 
Total Annual 
Passengers 
(0 & D) 

Percentage 

of Annual 

Passengers 1  

Typical 

Peak 

Hour 
Passengers 

91 1971 45,711 .200 

Typical 

Peak 

Hour 
Passengers 

91 

1972 53,223 .200 106 

1973 64,031 . 200 128 

1974 98,213 . 1502 147 

1975 122,234 .130 159 

1976 153,843 .130 200 

1977 189,306 .130 246 

1978 219,749 .130 286 

1979 259,175 .130 337 

1980 303,544 .130 395 

1985 427,512 .130 556 

1990 577,000 . 1053 606 

1This percentage of annual passengers used to arrive at 
TPHP was taken from the FAA publication, Aviation Demand and 

Airport Facility Requirement Forecasts for Medium Air Trans-

portation Hubs Through 1980. 

2To facilitate an orderly transition from .200% to . 130% 
an intermediate percent age of .  150% was used. 

3To facilitate an orderly transition from .130% to .080% 
an intermediate percent age of .  105% was used. 



TABLE 8-2 

GALLATIN FIELD MASTER PLAN 
TERMINAL FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS1 

Item ; 1971 1973 1975 1980 1985 19 9 0 

Typical peak hour 
passengers2 91.4 91. 4 128.1 158 . 9 394 . 6 555 . 8 605 

Existing 
Facilities Req u ir ed Facilities 

Ticket Lobby area 
(square feet) 577 1000 1500 1850 4400 6000 6400 

Passenger Service 
Counter, length (ft •) 24 44 55 65 150 200 215 

Airline Operations 
area (sf) 2653 5600 6500 8500 22 ,000 29 ,000 32 ,000 

Baggage Claim 392 
area (sf) (outside) 

465 600 700 2200 3000 3300 

Ski Claim £. 
Boxing area (sf) 0 230 300 350 1100 1500 1650 

Seats in Waiting 
area (no.) 54 60 70 100 250 350 380 

Waiting area (sf) 1374 1800 2500 3200 7500 * 10 ,500 11 ,500 

Dining area (sf) 0 1850 2400 3000 7200 9600 10 ,500 

Kitchen area (sf) 0 1100 1700 2100 6600 9000 10 ,000 

Concession area (sf) 150 210 400 500 1300 1800 1950 

Mens WC/U (units) 4 4 5 6 12 15 16 

Mens Lav (units) 2 5 7 8 15 18 20 

Ladles WC (units) 3 3 4 5 10 13 13 

Ladles Lav (units) 2 3 4 5 10 13 13 

Passenger car parking 
(no.) 126 170 220 260 570 760 830 

Air carrier gates 
(no. ) 2 3 3 3 7 8 10 

Curb space, length 
(ft) 60 245 340 425 1050 1480 1615 

Freight area (sf) 0 0 0 280 775 1420 2640 

Total Terminal 
Operation areas3 5360 8650 16 ,200 20 ,050 49 ,800 70 ,050 76 ,200 

TOTAL GROSS AREAS3 9313 19,320 31 ,000 38 ,500 95,500 134 ,500 146 ,500 

- 68 

lThe above areas shown are 
averages published by FAA 
this study as a comparison 

based on 
"Airport 
only. 

National 
Terminal 

Airport Terminal area 
Buildings" and used in 

2From Table 8-1, Page 
JTotals developed through use of factors, and will not equal add i tion 



requirement is not usual in other similar terminals. Because 
of this design requirement, it became necessary to design a 
terminal with a passenger handling area large enough to handle 
normal airline traffic plus anticipated complete deplaning or 
enplaning of one or more large airplanes simultaneously. 

This special consideration was handled by combining tradi
tional separate passenger holding areas into one large passenger 
handling area resulting in a reduction in total area required 
while at the same time providing an area flexible enough to 
properly accommodate large or small groups of airline passengers. 

One may note after studying the recommended areas for 
"airlines operations" that the design area recommended in this 
study is considerably less than that indicated as average by FAA 
criteria. The recommendation for Gallatin Field is in line with 
actual "airlines operation" areas at Spokane, Washington, and 
at Billings, Montana. When the actual terminal to be constructed 
is designed, then considerably more study should be made on 
current "airline operation requirements". 

II. Terminal Considerations Unique to Gallatin Field 

The location of Gallatin Field in a very scenic section of 
the Rocky Mountains dictates the desirability of displaying this 
beauty to the recreational traveler and general public visiting 

, the area. The waiting and holding areas in the proposed terminal 
are located and designed to take advantage of this beauty as 
well as to fully meet airline passenger requirements. 

The dining and lounge facilities were located on the third 
floor for the option of building, with the first phase of con
struction or adding onto the terminal at a later date. Since 
the requirement of a dining room to service the type of traffic 
using Gallatin Field is somewhat questionable, this flexibility 
is considered essential. The location of these facilities on 
the third floor with its view towards the mountains could make 
it very desirable for supper club traffic from Bozeman and the 
area as well as serving the aviation public. 

From the study of the projected demand in typical peak hour 
passengers compared to suggested capacities for terminal facilities, 
it is more than apparent that the present facilities are inade
quate in most respects at this time. Also, it is apparent that 
the situation will rapidly worsen before a new terminal can be 
built. Since the present terminal is located too close to the 
future taxiway clearance requirements, it was decided to abandon 
any attempt to permanently expand these existing facilities to 
accommodate the increased passenger activity. However, this 
building and existing ramp facilities can serve other vital air
port needs such as freight and cargo, U. S. Airmail and other 
related airport office requirements. £Q 
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Ill. Terminal Concepts 

Several terminal area concepts were studied to compare 
terminal and ramp area requirements. Study Plans A, B, C and D 
are shown in this report in order to illustrate an area and 
layout comparison between four study plans. Wherever possible, 
areas used on one plan were duplicated in area on the other 
plans. Plan A was selected to be further developed for this study 
since it required less building area and ramp area than the other 
plans studied and met the design criteria of combining our unique 
terminal function requirements with a desirable passenger environ
ment. When the terminal comes closer to its final design and 
construction period, then possibly other schemes and plans should 
be considered, based on the latest data, as possible design 
solutions to meet the needs of the traveling public and surround
ing communities. Plan A has been developed in some detail to 
meet the requirements of this study. 

IV. Specific Layout of Terminal Concept A 

Considering present and future airline needs in discussions 
with the airlines, second level loading was deemed a require
ment for the terminal. At the same time, however, it is important 
to continue to make provisions for loading and unloading commercial 
and private airplanes from the ground level. 

First Floor 

Since the proposed Gallatin Field terminal would be classi
fied as a small terminal, the airline operations and baggage 
claim areas were combined on the first floor along with related 
car rental, insurance facilities and building utilities. A 
circular open space circulation area was provided in the middle, 
with that area serving either ticket purchases or baggage claim 
traffic. This flexibility of space would allow a multiple use 
of this area depending on the type of traffic at a particular 
moment. 

An escalator and elevator would provide vertical transport
ation between this area and the public waiting and holding area 
on the second floor. For reference see Figures 8-E and 8-F. 

Second Floor 

The second floor in addition to providing concourses to 
second level loading, would serve as a general waiting area for 
the public, a concession location, a coffee shop area, building 
utilities functions and general circulation from these facilities 
to the passenger holding areas. Windows would be provided in 
the waiting area to overlook the airline operations and to take 
advantage of the view towards the Bridger Mountains. 75 



The proposed coffee shop seats approximately 80 people and 
the waiting area shown seats 150 persons. Overflow and additional 
waiting area is provided for in the proposed passenger holding 
area located in the satellite pod. 

Satellite Holding and Gate Area 

The passenger holding pod will provide space for seating up 
to 340 passengers. This area is designed to enplane or deplane, 
during a period of time when arrivals and departures would be 
overlapping, three commercial scheduled airlines plus two extra 
section or charter flights. This embarking and debarking holding 
area is 280 feet from the main terminal area. This pod area 
in addition to seating and check-in counters, will have lavatory 
facilities, concession machines and telephones. Easy access to 
the ground level will also be provided should ground level loading 
be required from this point. 

Third Floor 

The dining and lounge shown on the third floor are optional 
as previously stated. This area is designed to seat 45 in the 
lounge and 150 in the dining area. The success of this area as 
a business venture depends on many variables in addition to air 
passenger activity. It is questionable whether airline traffic 
alone would justify these facilities. A passenger and service 
elevator would serve this area along with exit stairs. 

General Considerations 

Should a circular plan be used as suggested the building 
could be deisgned and planned for ease of expansion both physically 
and economically. Suggested methods of expansion of the first 
and second floors are shown in Figure 8-G. The exact amount of 
expansion required in each area would be determined at the time 
conditions warrant an expansion program. 

In addition to taking advantage of the natural beauty of 
the area in the planning of the terminal, it is suggested the 
building be designed to reflect the western recreational atmos
phere of the Gallatin Valley. This could be done by the proper 
selection of materials and by developing a; "native" style of 
architecture. This terminal should help create a good first and 
lasting impression with new visiotrs to Bozeman and surrounding 
areas. 

The new terminal and terminal ramp is planned to be located 
to the west of the existing southwest ramp. This existing ramp 
could continue to be utilized for airplanes using the facilities 
in the old terminal or for overnight parking or larger aircraft. 
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Figure 8-H shows the 1990 or completed phase two general 
layout and first floor plan. 

Figure 8-1 indicates the 1990 phase two, second floor plan 
for the base terminal and the pod holding areas. 

The enplaning passenger flow plan is shown on Figure 8-J 
which also indicates the phase one layout and first floor plan. 
The small indicating arrows show the anticipated directional 
movement of incoming automobiles and enplaning passengers into 
and through the complex. Baggage and freight directional flows 
to the aircraft are illustrated as well. 

In Figure 8-K the enplaning passenger directional flows are 
indicated along with the second floor plan for phase one of the 
terminal. 

Figure 8-L is an illustration of the first floor of the 
phase one terminal layout with deplaning passengers, baggage, 
freight and autos. 

The second floor layout plan and the conceptual deplaning 
passenger flows for phase one of the terminal are shown in 
Figure 8-M. 



VI. Terminal Plan Summary 

Much analysis and considerable blending of purpose was 
accomplished in finally arriving at the general area concept 
illustrated in this chapter. 

Passengers 

In the general area of passenger concern relating to the 
terminal the following factors apply. In front of the proposed 
terminal there is 900 lineal feet of curb space. This was cal
culated to be adequate for requirements through 1990, both for 
private automobile and public bus and auto transportation. It 
is recommended that a certain amount of this curb area be set 
aside for exclusive use by public transportation vehicles. 

Minimum walking distance was a prime concern in dealing 
with passenger traffic flows. The distance from the curb to the 
proposed airline ticketing area is approximately 75 feet. From 
the ticket counter to the passenger holding area, it is slightly 
more than 300 feet, and from the holding area to the aircraft 
the distance is a very short forty feet. In all cases these 
distances compare well to airports with similar levels of pas
senger activity. 

In the proposed terminal, enplaning baggage would be trans
ported only 75 feet to the airline ticketing counters, whereupon 
the baggage moves directly through the airline operations area 
and is transported to the aircraft. Upon deplaning the baggage 
is transported from the aircraft to the receiving baggage area 
which is located on the opposite side of the terminal from the 
enplaning passenger activity. This separation* of enplaning and 
deplaning baggage and passengers can be accomplished in a smooth 
and efficient manner within the recommended terminal layout. 

While the handling of airline passengers is of paramount 
importance in terminal design, the airport visitors and sight
seers cannot be neglected. In this particular airport design 
there .are adequate facilities to accommodate these people. 
Adequate seating with good views and pleasant surroundings com
bine to provide for the comfort of the sightseeing public. 

Passenger Vehicles 

In Terminal Concept A's layout and design, there have been 
provisions made for separation of public automobile flow, service, 
commercial, and other airport traffic. Even though the terminal 
at Gallatin Field is classified as a small terminal, this type 
of separation is deemed a positive step toward making the total 
concept workable. 



Service vehicles have separate entrances to the terminal 
complex to the far east and far west of the curb area. There 
is room for four traffic lanes between the curb area and the 
landscaped parking lot. This allows for considerable flexi
bility in handling public transportation and private automobile 
traffic. Provision has been made for a large public parking lot 
to be located as close as practical to the terminal complex. 

In addition to the public parking area, there has been a 
parking lot of considerable size designed for rental cars and a 
separate parking lot for employees working at the terminal. 

Airport Operations 

Within the terminal itself there has been a concerted effort 
to allow room for flexibility in the accommodation of the airline 
passenger, the interested observer and the airport employee. 
The round nature of the building lends itself to multiple use 
areas actually requiring less physical floor space. The passenger 
flow separation is good, in that the enplaning passenger and de
planing passenger have separate sides of the complex in which to 
conduct necessary business. With the open space concept, there 
is afforded excellent availability to all concessions and other 
facilities located in the terminal. At Gallatin Field it is 
planned to have air cargo and air freight forwarder facilities 
located in the old terminal building. The old terminal building 
affords excellent access to the aircraft parking ramp. 

Aircraf t 

There has been enough space allocated in the aircraft apron 
area to efficiently maneuver even large aircraft in and out of 
the parking space. The gate positions, as illustrated, allow 
the satellite pod holding area to be used by the airlines in 
several ways. Until such time as there are four or more air
craft requiring service at the same time the planes could operate 
on a power-in-power-out basis to the gate positions. When four 
or more aircraft are on the ground at the same time, a power-
in-push-out procedure will have to be employed. 

While the aircraft are parked on the ramp surrounding the 
satellite, fueling and other servicing operations can take place 
with adequate room for five aircraft at the same time. 

Noise, exhaust fumes, and jet blast control are designed 
into the terminal layout concept through the use of insulation, 

buffers,and adequate spacing. 

Although there has been no specific area designated for a 
heliport in connection with this terminal concept, the design 
of the terminal and the pod lends itself to easy accommodation 
of rotor craft from the ground level positions. 



Safety 

Since most of the enplaning and deplaning activity at this 
terminal is anticipated to be ground level loading and unloading, 
there will be little cause for concern for the safety of passengers 
in getting from the aircraft into the terminal complex. Once 
inside the complex, escalators, elevators, and stairways will 
provide for the efficient movement of people. The short walking 
distances involved in this terminal layout do not require any 
people-mover system to be considered. Special road crossing 
areas must be designated immediately in front of the terminal 
between the complex and the employee, public, and rental parking 
areas . 

Expansion Capabilities 

Within this design, it is relatively easy to plan and expand 
the basic facilities. As passenger volumes increase, additions 
can be constructed as shown in previous figures. As the frequency 
of aircraft operations increases, the gate positions can be ex
panded through addition of phase two of the terminal plan. 

If the aircraft flying into Gallatin Field increase in size 
over the current DC-10 or B-747 type aircraft, they could be 
accommodated at the aircraft parking area by allowing the 
aircraft to utilize two gate positions. 

When the actual date of final design and construction plan
ning draws near, it is recommended that each area in the terminal 
be re-evaluated to assess any change in demand or need. 

The suggested and recommended facilities and terminal lay
out combine to afford the traveling public, the airport employee, 
and the community a facility that is flexible to changing needs 
while at the same time remaining functional. 



TABLE 8-3 

APPROXIMATE TERMINAL AREAS AT 
BILLINGS, MONTANA, AND 

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 

Billings (Existing-1972) 

Ticket Lobby- 2,250 sq . ft. 
Passenger Service County 96 lin. f t 
Airlines Operations 5,625 sq . ft. 
Baggage Claim 3,150 s q . ft. 
Ski Claim — 

Waiting Area 4,600 sq . ft. 
Dining Area 2,264 sq . f t . 
Bar 625 sq . ft. 
Kitchen 2,232 sq. ft. 
Coffee Shop 1,128 sq . ft. 
Concession 300 s q . ft. 
Gates 7 
Concourse & Passenger Holding 25,450 sq . ft. 

Spokane (Existing-1972) 

Ticket Lobby 
Passenger Service Counter 
Airlines Operations 
Baggage Claim 
Ski Claim 
Waiting Area 
Dining Area 
Bar 
Kitchen 
Coffee Shop 
Conces s ion 
Gates 
Concourse & Passenger Holding 

3,600 sq. ft. 
120 lin. ft 

9,800 sq. ft. 
3,900 sq. ft. 

5,024 sq. ft. 
2,512 sq. ft. 

707 sq. ft. 
3 , 000 sq. ft. 
1,225 sq. ft. 
2,000 sq. ft. 

8 
61,500 sq. ft. 



TABLE 8-4 

RECOMMENDED 1980 TERMINAL 
AREAS FOR PLAN A 

1980 Terminal First Floor Functions 

Ticket Lobby 4,030 sq . f t. 
Circulation 4,030 sq . f t. 
Entrances and Exits 1,390 sq . ft. 
Passenger Service Counter Length 110 lin . ft 
Airlines Operations 6,600 sq . ft. 
Service 480 sq . f t. 
Baggage Claim 3,000 sq . ft. 
Ski Claim 1,200 sq . ft. 
Customs 800 sq . ft. 
Men's Room 600 sq . ft. 
Women 1s Room 600 sq . f t. 
Janitor and Storage 480 sq . f t. 
Car Rental 480 sq . ft. 

1980 Terminal First Floor 
Functions Total 23,690 sq . ft. 

1980 Terminal Second Floor Functions 

Waiting 4,500 sq . f t. 
Concession 1,575 sq . ft. 
Coffee Shop 1,575 sq . ft. 
Storage 730 sq . ft. 
Men's Room 500 sq. ft. 
Women's Room 500 sq . ft. 
Janitor 300 sq. f t. 
Storage and Service Elevator 730 sq. ft. 
Circulation 7,558 sq. f t. 
Fire Stair 150 sq . ft. 

1980 Terminal Second Floor 
Functions Total 18,118 sq . ft. 



TABLE 8-4A 

RECOMMENDED 1980 TERMINAL 
AREAS FOR PLAN A 

1 9  80 Terminal Third Floor Functions 

Kitchen 2 , 0 2 5  sq . ft. 
Dining 2 , 4 7 5  sq . ft. 
Lounge 9 0 0  sq . ft. 
Coats 4 5 0  sq . ft. 
Janitor & Storage 2 0 0  sq . ft. 
Men 1s Room 4 5 0  sq . ft. 
Women's Room 4 5 0  sq . ft. 
Cir culation 2 , 3 4 2  sq . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Third Floor 
Functions Total 9 , 2 9 2  sq . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Passenger Holding Area Func tions 

Passenger Holding Area 1 0 , 2 2 4  sq . ft. 
Men's Room 4 2 0  sq . ft. 
Women's Room 4 2 0  sq . ft. 
Stair 2 4 0  sq . ft. 
Concour se 5 f  6 0 0  sq . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Passenger 
Holding Area Total 1 6 , 9 0 4  sq . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Total 6 8 , 0 0 4  s q . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Basement & Equipment 

B a s  ement 5 , 0 0 0  sq . ft. 
Equipment 5 , 0 2 4  sq. ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Basement & 
Equipment Total 1 0 , 0 2 4  sq . ft. 

1 9 8 0  Terminal Grand Total 7  8  j  0  2  8  sq . ft. 



TABLE 8-5 

RECOMMENDED 1990 TERMINAL 
AREAS FOR PLAN A 

1990 Terminal First Floor Functions 

Ticket Lobby 4,030 s q . f t. 
Circulation 4,030 sq . ft. 
Entrances & Exits 1,390 s q . f t. 
Passenger Service Counter Length 110 lin . f t 
Airlines Operations 11,040 sq . f t. 
Service 480 sq . ft. 
Baggage Claim 5,640 sq . ft. 
Ski Claim 2,080 sq . ft. 
Cus toms 800 sq . ft. 
Men's Room 600 sq . ft. 
Women's Room 600 s q . ft. 
Janitor & Storage 480 sq. f t. 

1990 Terminal First Floor 
Functions Total 31,170 sq. ft. 

1990 Terminal Second Floor Functions 

Wai ting 7,360 sq . f t 
Concession 2.375 sq . ft 
Coffee Shop 2,375 sq . ft 
S torage 730 sq . ft 
Men's Room 500 sq . ft 
Women's Room 500 sq . f t 
Janitor 300 sq . f t 
Storage & Service Elevators 730 sq . ft 
Circulation 7,558 sq . ft 
Fire $tair 150 sq . f t 

' 1990 Terminal Second Floor 
Functions Total 22,578 sq. ft. 



TABLE 8-5A 

RECOMMENDED 1990 TERMINAL 
AREAS FOR PLAN A 

1990 Terminal Third Floor Functions 

Kitchen 2,025 sq . ft. 
Dining 2,475 sq . ft. 
Loung e 900 sq . ft. 
Coats 450 sq . ft. 
Janitor & Storage 200 sq . t-h

 
r
t
 
.
 

Men 1s Room 450 sq . ft. 
Women's Room 450 sq . ft. 
Circulation 2,342 sq . ft. 

1990 Terminal Third Floor 
Functions Total 9,292 sq. ft 

1990 Terminal Passenger Holding Area Functions 

Passenger Holding Area 20,448 sq . ft 
Men's Rooms 840 sq . f t 
Women's Rooms 840 sq . ft 
Stair 480 sq . ft 
Concours e 11,600 sq . ft 

1990 Terminal Passenger Holding 
Area Functions Total 33,808 sq. ft 

1990 Terminal Total 96,848 sq. ft 

1990 Terminal Basement & Equipment 

Basement 5,000 sq. ft 
Equipment 10,048 sq. ft 

1990 Terminal Basement & 
Equipment Total 15,048 sq. ft 

1990 Terminal Grand Total 111,896 sq. ft 



TABLE 8-6 

PROJECTED TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS PER SQ. FT. PER YEAR 

1971 - $25.00 
1972 - 26.50 
1973 - 28.00 
197 A - 29.*50 
1979 - 39.50 

1980 TERMINAL PHASE I COST ESTIMATES 

First Floor 23 ,690 sq. ft 
Second Floor 18 ,118 sq. ft • 
Holding Area & Concourse 16 ,904 sq . ft • 

58 ,712 sq. ft • 

Adjacent Roadways 58 ,300 sq. ft • 
Landscape Areas 57 ,500 s q . ft • 

Parking Areas Under Lease not I nc 1 ud ed 

Terminal 58,712 sq. ft. (3 $29. 50 $1, 732 ,000 
Roadways 58,300 sq. ft. @ 1. 00 58 ,000 
Landscaping 57,500 sq. ft. @ • 25 15 ,000 

Total 1980 Terminal Phase I C OS t s $1, 805 ,000 

1990 TERMINAL PHASE II COST ESTIMATES 
GIVEN FOLLOWING EXPANSIONS 

First Floor Addition 7, 480 s q. ft 
Second Floor Addition 4, 460 s q . ft 
Third Floor Addition 9, 292 s q . ft 
Holding Area & Concourse Add i tion 16, 904 sq . ft 

38, 136 sq. ft 

Adjacent Roadways 12, 200 sq. ft 
Landscape Areas 5, 000 s q . ft 

Terminal 38,136 sq. ft. <3 $39.50 $1, 506 ,000 
Roadways 12,200 sq. ft. @ 1.35 16 ,000 
Landscaping 5,000 sq. ft . <§ .35 2 ,000 

Total 1990 Terminal Phase II Costs $1 ,620,000 
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN 9,292 sq.ft. 

PASSENGER HANDLING 11,304 sq.ft. 
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After examining the air terminal plan as presented in 

the TAP report, I find it objectionable. It is basically 

similar to a number of existing terminals which function 

only adequately in all respects. 

My first objection is the walking distances. Berg and 

Grabow justify their walking distances by equating them to 

air terminals of similar sizes. This type of justification 

is invalid and detrimental to architectural progress. To 

be more specific, the walking distance from the curb to the 

entrance is 75 feet. The walking distance from the terminal 

to the holding rooms is 300 feet, and the walking distance 

from the holding rooms is ̂ 0 feet. I feel sure that these 

distances can be decreased. 

I find myself strenuously objecting to their handling 

of both the curb space and the parking facilities. They 

feel it necessary to provide a minimum of 900 feet of curb 

space. The way in which they provide this is to create 

curb space that is not adjacent to the terminal. Obviously 

it, then, is not curb space. 

Berg and Grabow speak, in their proposal, about the 

importance of the view. I agree with their emphasis but I 

disagree with the handling of the view and think that it is 

inconsistant with their emphasis. 
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RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE AND ASSOCIATED COSTS 

Table 9-2 shows the suggested facility and operational improve
ments and additions that were determined to be required as aviation 
demand and development occurs. In items eligible for federal funding 
assistance the ratio is currently 53 percent federal and 47 percent 
local. 

Table 9-2 
RECOMMENDED GALLATIN FIELD SCHEDULE OF DEVELOPMENTS 

BASED ON AIRPORT NEEDS AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
1972-1990 

Total Gallatin FAA 
Cost Field Share Share 

Cash Budgeted Special Expenditures, 1972-1973 

Ditch Relocation 15,000 7,050 7 ,950 
Airport Shop 22,000 10,340 11 ,660 
Site Clearance (G.A.) 1,500 1,500 — 

ILS Site Preparation 9,000 4,230 4 ,770 
Road Lowering Project 24,000 11,280 12 ,720 
Stub Taxiway (G.A.) 3,000 3,000 - -

Shelterbelt 5,000 5,000 - -

Total 79,500 42,400 37 ,100 

Gallatin Field Bond Project #1 ($450,000 - 1973) 

Land Purchase 100,000 47,000 53 ,000 
Pave G.A. Apron 264 ,000 114,080 139 ,920 
G.A. Buildings 125,000 125,000 — 

Access Roads 20,000 20,000 — 

Southwest Runway 136,791 136,791 — 

Total 645,791 452,871 192 ,920 

Control Tower Installation, 1974* -- — — 

Gallatin Field Bond Project #2 ($2,750,000 - 1975) 

Terminal 1,802,000 1,802,000 _ — 

Water Tank 143,100 67,257 75 ,843 
Sewer Line 78,440 78,440 — 

Utility Line 95,440 44,838 50 ,562 
Air Carrier Apron 841,428 395,471 445 ,957 
h of Parallel Taxiway (east) 600,000 282,000 318 ,000 
Terminal Access Road 78,970 78,970 — 

Security Fence 25,000 11,750 13 ,250 
Auto Parking - - - - — 

Total 3,664,338 2,760,726 903 ,612 

96 



Total Gallatin FAA 
Cost Field Share Share 

Gallatin Field Bond Proiect #3 ($900,000 - 1978) 

Runway Overlay 511,789 240,541 271,248 
h of Parallel Taxiway (west) 594,000 279,180 314,820 
Taxiway Overlay 458,393 215,445 242,948 
Parallel Runway 257,866 118,618 139,248 
Land Purchase 50,000 23,500 26,500 
Security Fence 25,000 11,750 13,250 

Total 1,897,048 889,034 1,008,014 

Gallatin Field Bond Project #4 ($1,000,000 - 1980) 

Extend Runway (1,500') 442,225 207,846 234,379 
H. I. Lights 109,573 19,723 89,850 
Move ILS 59,551 27,989 31,562 
Extend Taxiway (1,500') 413,759 194,467 219,292 
Security Fence 45,000 21,150 23,850 
Widen Taxiway 336,550 158,178 178,372 
Pave Runway Shoulders 233,518 109,753 123,765 
G.A. Apron 205,000 96,350 * 108,650 
Farm Road Relocation 308,171 160,297 147,874 

Total 2,153,347 997,503 1,157,594 

Gallatin Field Bond Project #5 ($1,200,000 - 1985) 

Terminal Building 
Phase II (1985 Cost) 676,000 676,000 — 

Air Carrier Apron 
(1985 Cost) 1,070,000 502,900 567,100 
Total 1,746,000 1,178,900 567,100 

*Paid in full by Federal Aviation Administration. 

**Constructed by private development. 



ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AND FINANCING 
GALLATIN FIELD-MASTER PLAN 

The methodology to assess feasibility of airport projects con
sists of steps designed to provide background data, current needs 
and future projections on the capital investment, anticipated rev
enues and expenses, and the ability of the development and its 
users to generate adequate cash flow to finance improvements. The 
first step was the identification and costing by year of needed 
airport improvements based on air traffic activity forecasts as 
justified in a strictly physical and engineering sense. 

Secondly, it was necessary to project airport operational 
revenues by year. The sources were categorized into three general 
areas; revenue from non-terminal (field) sources, revenue from 
terminal related sources and revenue from local tax support. 

The third step was to project annual operational ,expenses which 
included operation and maintenance costs and capital outlay other 
than for major improvements. 

Next the projected operational expenditures were deducted from 
the operational revenues to determine an annual net revenue to the 
airport that could be applied to service debt for major capital 
development projects. 

Fifth in the progression of steps was to compare the projected 
net revenue available for debt service, to the major airport capital 
improvement schedule. From this match up or comparison it becomes 
apparent where potential scheduling and financing problems exist. 
After careful examination of these possible problem areas the sixth 
step, that of rescheduling and restaging improvements and applying 
alternative methods of financing, was worked out. 

Throughout the economic feasibility and financing analysis there 
is the important, direct tie to the air passenger traffic forecast. 
Each annual projection of revenue and expense is related to the 
activity levels previously listed in the master plan. These steps 
form the basis for the methodology used to assess economic feasib
ility and also to analyze alternative means to sound financial 
arrangements. 

Economic Feasibility 

The revenue projections for Gallatin Field were based on forecast 
passenger and aircraft activity and were divided into general cate
gories. Non-terminal source revenue included the following: commercial 
airline landing fees, general aviation parking fees, fixed base 
operator leases, flowage fees on fuel sales, income from space rental, 



income from agricultural leases, and miscellaneous field income. 
The terminal area related revenue sources were: airline operation and 
equipment space, leases, dining, lounge and concession space leases, . 
airport automobile parking facilities, rental car concessions, bus 
transportation concessions, and miscellaneous terminal space revenues. 
Table 10-4 shows the projected revenue and net revenue to the air
port by year, 1972 through 1990, and the projected expenditures less 
the major development efforts. The expenses at Gallatin Field have 
not been projected by individual expense category but rather in two 
larger composite categories of operation and maintenance and capital 
outlay. The principal reason for this procedure was that a very 
close relationship was found to occur between the forecast passenger 
activity on an airport and the total amount of operational expense. 
This relationship or ratio of passenger activity to expense was 
used to forecast total amount of operational expense on Gallatin 
F ield. 

The net revenue to the airport by year is total projected rev
enue less projected expenses, other than the major improvement pro
jects. This net revenue is assumed available for' the retirement 
and service of debt incurred in the recommended capital improvement 
projects. 

The judgment as to the economic feasibility of the devleopments 
as recommended and programmed in Table 9-2 involve an analysis as 
to the ability of the airport within reasonable time frames to sched
ule, construct and pay from revenue generation for the improvement 
projects scheduled. The major improvement projects involving out
side financing have been considered to be paid for from revenue 
bonds. The feasibility analysis in no way is recommending a precise 
schedule for the sale and retirement of revenue bonds. The analysis 
is, however, intended to show the results of selling and servicing 
such bonds on an example schedule. Table 10-5 is such an example. 
This was completed to make an assessment as to whether or not it is 
economically feasible for the improvements to be made and the debt 
serviced from revenue generated at Gallatin Field. The form, term 
and schedules for the issuance of che bonds is a matter which should 
be decided through close consultation between the administration of 
the airport and financial bonding companies and counsel. The example 
schedule does, however, indicate that it is feasible to finance the 
listed improvements through the sale of revenue bonds. 

Table 10-6 outlines, in detail, the expected financial position 
in terms of the example debt service and reserve for the airport, by 
year, 1972 to 1998. This analysis indicates that the projected 
revenue, when compared to projected expenses, does allow for the 
major improvements needed at Gallatin Field to be accomplished by 
-he sale of revenue bonds. In examining Ta hie 10-6 it is apparent 
that early in the development schedule of Gallatin Field the reserve 
is very slim. However, beyond the year 19"'1 the reserve can be built 
easily to a point of being equal t-c cne next years debt service pay-



Also considered in the economic feasibility and financing 
section of this study were possible variations that could seriously 
effect, either positively or negatively, the financial status of 
the airport itself. A key variable in the. feasibility of the 
improvements is, of course, the projection of revenues. The 
estimation of future income was linked very closely to the future 
of commercial airline operations at Gallatin Field. Much effort 
was spent in discussions with the airlines in developing the fore
casts since landing fees and operational rental space is such a 
significant part of total revenue. The stability of the revenue 
forecasts was strengthened by using the projected minimum flight 
frequencies. The cost estimates and capital outlay schedules for 
Gallatin Field are also tied to the projected levels of commercial 
aviation activity. With any variation in 0 & D passenger opera
tions it is likewise easy to adjust the cost estimates. An 
important factor to mention in relationship to revenues and ex
penses is that the air^port has the power to set the schedules 
which produce revenue &nd if revenue falls below the projected 
level, these schedules can be varied t-; account, at least in part, 
for the difference. 

Another key variable in the area of feasibility and financing 
is the interest rate at which revenue bonds are sold. The assumed 
six percent interest rate on tax-free bonds is certainly a variable 
item. The recommended airport projects would still remain economi
cally feasible even with an interest rate as high as seven percent. 
Correspondingly the projected capital reserve and financial 
position is enhanced if the interest rate were below the six per
cent level. Discussions with bond counsel indicate that an interest 
rate of six percent is a reasonable one for estimating the cost of 
revenue bonding. 

Another variable in the economic feasibility analysis is the 
assumption as to the federal government's funding participation 
in development projects. In this report, the feasibility analysis 
has been conducted using the current federal participation rate of -
53 percent of all eligible items. There is pending legislation at. 
the present time concerning increasing the percent of federal 
participation in airport development activity. Any increase in 
FAA grant funds would be very important to this study since this 
participation directly reduces costs that the airport is now pro
jected to pay for. Should there be a policy change and part of 
the terminal construction become federally eligible or should the 
participation rate increase, the economic feasibility analysis 
presented in the master plan report would be dramatically enhanced. 

The recommended schedule of developments has been suggested to 
be implemented through the use of revenue bonds without any require
ment for general obligation bond funding. This is based on the 
assumption that during the first years of th~ plan the city of 
Bozeman would participate in airport landing. This analysis also 



indicates that if the FAA participation increases the City support 
would not be necessary. Additionally it is suggested that the 
timing for the improvements remain flexible and that adjustments 
be made as deemed desirable as the time approaches for implementation. 
Also important in assessing the feasibility of the development is 
that management must be able to acquire the flexibility to allow 
them to have an accumulating sinking or reserve fund so as to make 
the service of sizeable debt feasible. Such flexibility is con
sidered to be most appropriately acquired by moving to an airport 
authority as set up by the Montana Session Laws of 1971. 

Financing 

Up to this point we have dealt with aspects of feasibility and 
xn those considerations necessarily made some recommendations and 
assumptions concerning finance. Feasibility and financing are 
critically inter-related and to analyze one means to analyze the 
other. In airfield development there are several characteristic 
methods of generating capital with which to operate and improve 
the airport. These methods include use of rents, leases and fees 
from users, tax support from controling municipalities, general 
obligation bonds paid by the taxpayers and state and federal grants 
and assistance. In recent years some not so characteristic methods 
of financing have become popular. These include.revenue bonds, 

I backed by the revenue producing capability of the airport; the 
l formation of a non-profit corporation through which bonded indebt-
f edness can be incurred; the turn-key approach to large construction 
projects where the financing is provided by the contractor; and 
other smaller forms of private financing of specific developments 
that contribute to facilities and services offered by the airport. 
The financial analysis by the consultant indicates a feasible 
approach is the formation of an airport authority and the utiliza
tion of a form of revenue bonding, some increase in local tax 
support, and with the initiation of some new fees for airport 
users. The precise form this vehicle takes must be worked out 
between the management of Gallatin Field and representatives of 
organizations that handle such financing. Such organizations 
would include local banks, bonding companies, and major contractors. 
The revenue bond concept has many benefits over general obligation 
bonds. Probably the most important one is that revenue bond 
financing provides that revenue from the operation of the improve
ments pay directly for the improvements made. General obligation 
bond financing means tax payments from taxpayers for financing 
improvements. There has been great fiscal pressure on most local 
governments in recent years, for all kinds of general obligation 
activity. Many local governments are, therefore, hesitant to add 
to this pressure by concurring in general obligation bonds for 
•irport improvements. In addition it is becoming increasingly 
aifficult to obtain taxpayer approval for general obligation bond 

k issues for airport related projects. Thir> is particularly true 
L since it can be shown that many of the contemplated airport 
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improvements can be revenue producing and even self liquidating 
For these reasons it is recommended that financing of the sched 
uled airport improvements at Gallatin Field be accomplished 
through a form of the revenue bond approach. 
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